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The foundations of SAM Teknik Mutfak Ekipmanları Sanayi ve Ticaret 

Ltd. Sti. were laid in 1982 by Mehmet Ali Kaksi. 

Activities started by offering after-sales services to the elite brands of 

the cold beverage equipments sector. In 2010 with the accumulated 

knowledge and experience of 28 years, SAM Teknik has become a 

professional manufacturer of cold beverage equipments.
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 branded products are produced with a focus on being; user 

oriented, long lasting and high quality. All of the pros and cons of the 

various brands have been studied by SAM Teknik’s  R & D Technical team, 

resulting to the most accurate solutions applied to the production of 
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 products, hence minimizing failure rate and increasing the 

user satisfaction.

Our target is to introduce 
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 product portfolio to the end users 

in all of the global markets by collaborating with strong local partners.

Quality & Experience : 
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Also available with
refrigerating gas 

 R290

 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee, ice cappuccino,  
 cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 RGB (multi color) illuminated bowl for better product exhibit.
 Led illuminated front panel for branding and better appearance.
 The mixer function stops automatically for better safety when the bowl cover is opened.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact  

 with the beverage can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is the right choice for small and mid size food-service outlets
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Mono Allure
12 L slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 25,5 kg 28 kg

Width 195 mm 225 mm

Depth 530 mm* 510 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 490 W

Power 350 W

Current 1,6 A 

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXER RGB LED LIGHTCOLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH12.IA  
 € 1.165,00

SLUSH12.YA  
 € 1.130,00

SLUSH12.BA  
 € 1.130,00

STAINLESS STEEL

RGB

LED

SAFETY

RGB lighting system 
provides multi color 
illumination for a 
lighted-up presentation 
of the beverage.

Front cover of the 
machine body is 
illuminated with led 
system and is available 
for branding.

The mixer function 
stops automatically for 
better safety when the 
bowl cover is opened.
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 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee, ice cappuccino,  
 cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 RGB (multi color)  illuminated bowls for better product exhibit.
 Led illuminated front panel for branding and better appearance.
 The mixer function stops automatically for better safety when the bowl cover is opened.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing,  

 multiple containers allow to always have some beverage available at any time.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact  

 with  the beverage can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It’s compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Twin Allure
12 L + 12 L slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 43,5 kg 46,5 kg

Width 390 mm 430 mm

Depth 530 mm* 520 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 984 W

Power 510 W

Current 2,31 A

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXER RGB LED LIGHTCOLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH24.IA  
 € 1.515,00

SLUSH24.YA  
 € 1.480,00

SLUSH24.BA  
 € 1.480,00

STAINLESS STEEL

RGB

LED

SAFETY

RGB lighting system 
provides multi color 
illumination for a 
lighted-up presentation 
of the beverage.

Front cover of the 
machine body is 
illuminated with led 
system and is available 
for branding.

The mixer function 
stops automatically for 
better safety when the 
bowl cover is opened.
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 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee, ice cappuccino,  
 cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 RGB (multi color) illuminated bowls for better product exhibit.
 Led illuminated front panel for branding and better appearance.
 The mixer function stops automatically for better safety when the bowl cover is opened.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing,  

 multiple containers allow to always have some beverage available at any time.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact  

 with  the beverage can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It’s compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Triple Allure
12 L+12 L+12 L slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 61,3 kg 64,8 kg

Width 590 mm 630 mm

Depth 530 mm* 530 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 1400 W

Power 990 W

Current 3,84 A

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXER RGB LED LIGHTCOLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS12 LITERS12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH36.IA  
 € 2.045,00

SLUSH36.YA  
 € 2.010,00

SLUSH36.BA  
 € 2.010,00

STAINLESS STEEL

RGB

LED

SAFETY

RGB lighting system 
provides multi color 
illumination for a 
lighted-up presentation 
of the beverage.

Front cover of the 
machine body is 
illuminated with led 
system and is available 
for branding.

The mixer function 
stops automatically for 
better safety when the 
bowl cover is opened.
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 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee, ice cappuccino,  
 cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 Front and back surfaces can be branded.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is the right choice for small and mid size food-service outlets
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Mono
12 L  slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 24,7 kg 27,2 kg

Width 195 mm 225 mm

Depth 530 mm* 510 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 490 W

Power 340 W

Current 1,54 A

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXERCOLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH12.I  
 € 1.045,00

SLUSH12.Y  
 € 1.010,00

SLUSH12.B  
 € 1.010,00

STAINLESS STEEL
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 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee,  
 ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to  

 always have some beverage available at any time.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 Front and back surfaces can be branded.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It’s compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Twin
12 L+12 L slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 41,1 kg 44 kg

Width 390 mm 430 mm

Depth 530 mm* 520 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 984 W

Power 495 W

Current 2,25 A

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXERCOLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH24.I  
 € 1.320,00

SLUSH24.Y  
 € 1.285,00

SLUSH24.B  
 € 1.285,00 

STAINLESS STEEL
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 Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, coffee,  
 ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

 The sugar ratio of the product mix must be between 12% to 17%.
 Special section behind the machine for branding.
 It can be also used as a cold fruit juice dispenser.
 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to  

 always have some beverage available at any time.
 Night-mode operation allows storage of the product with very low energy consumption. 
 Front and back surfaces can be branded.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It’s compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

SLUSH Triple
12 L+12 L+12 L slush, granita, fruit juice dispenser

Cold and frosty beverage dispensers

Counter top dispenser developed to produce and dispense slush, granita, 
coffee, ice cappuccino, cream, sherbets and similar frosty beverages.

FROSTY BEVERAGES MIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 58,5 kg 62 kg

Width 590 mm 630 mm

Depth 530 mm* 530 mm

Height 770 mm 805 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Defrost Mode Mechanical

Cooling Gas R404A / R290

Cooling Power 1400 W

Power 1050 W

Current 3,72 A

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

COLD BEVERAGE

12 LITERS12 LITERS12 LITERS



product range

BLACKYELLOW

SLUSH36.I  
 € 1.760,00

SLUSH36.Y  
 € 1.725,00

SLUSH36.B  
 € 1.725,00 

STAINLESS STEEL
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Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer

10 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing 
natural fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing natural   
 juices with particles, as well as ayran, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.

 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be  

 easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is the right choice for small and mid size food-service outlets.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

Panoramic M10

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 16,4 kg 18,4 kg

Width 250 mm 300 mm

Depth 390 mm* 335 mm

Height 700 mm 720 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 350 W

Power 160 W

Current 1,1 A

Energy Consumption 1,8 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

10 LITERS



product range

ANALOG

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

BLACKYELLOW

M10.AI  
 € 465,00

M10.AY  
 € 430,00

M10.AB  
 € 430,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer

10 L + 10 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing  
natural fruit juices, Ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equipped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing  
 natural juices with particles, as well as Ayran, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.

 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to always have  
 some beverage available at any time.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is suitable for food outlets that want to offer different and varied beverages at the same time,   

 thanks to the single machine body and double bowls.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 23 kg 25,8 kg

Width 500 mm 535 mm

Depth 390 mm* 355 mm

Height 700 mm 720 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 500 W

Power 250 W

Current 1,3 A

Energy Consumption 3,8 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

Panoramic 10 Twin

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

10 LITERS10 LITERS



ANALOG

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

product range

BLACKYELLOW

MM20.AY  
 € 700,00

MM20.AB  
 € 700,00 

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer

10 L + 10 L + 10 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing  
natural fruit juices, Ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equipped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing  
 natural juices with particles, as well as Ayran, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.

 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to always  
 have some beverage available at any time.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be easily  

 accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is suitable for food outlets that want to offer different and varied beverages at the same time,   

 thanks to the single machine body and triple bowls.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 29 kg 32,5 kg

Width 750 mm 780 mm

Depth 390 mm* 355 mm

Height 700 mm 720 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 750 W

Power 300 W

Current 1,53 A

Energy Consumption 5 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

Panoramic 10 Triple

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

10 LITERS10 LITERS10 LITERS



ANALOG

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

product range

BLACKYELLOW

MMM30.AY  
 € 970,00

MMM30.AB  
 € 970,00 

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer

Panoramic M22
22 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing 
natural fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing natural   
 juices with particles, as well as ayran, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.

 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be  

 easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is the right choice for small and mid size food-service outlets.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 20 kg 21,6 kg

Width 350 mm 400 mm

Depth 405 mm* 430 mm

Height 755 mm 795mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 500 W

Power 250 W

Current 1,4 A

Energy Consumption 1,7 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

22 LITERS



product range

The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

MANUAL

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

BLACK

M22.DI  
 € 660,00

YELLOW

M22.DY  
 € 625,00

M22.DB  
 € 625,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK

M22.AI  
 € 635,00

YELLOW

M22.AY  
 € 600,00

M22.AB  
 € 600,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic M40
40 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing 
natural fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with mixer
 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing natural   

 juices with particles, as well as ayran, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.
 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  

 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.
 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be  

 easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It’s compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 23 kg 25,1 kg

Width 450 mm 490 mm

Depth 450 mm* 480 mm

Height 825 mm 845 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 750 W

Power 280 W

Current 1,45 A

Energy Consumption 4,25 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

40 LITERS



product range

The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

BLACKYELLOW

M40.DI  
 € 865,00

M40.DY  
 € 830,00

M40.DB  
 € 830,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic S22
22 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with spray
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing 
natural fruit juices without particules and shalgam

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic spray system, for cooling and dispensing  
 specially fruit juices without particles and shalgam.

 Beverages cool equally and faster until the last drop, thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic spray system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 Even if the beverage level  is low; the appetizing look does not change thanks to the spray system.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be  

 easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is the right choice for small and mid size food-service outlets.
 Not to be used with particulate beverages.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with spray

SPRAYCOLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVE

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 20,6 kg 22,2 kg

Width 350 mm 400 mm

Depth 405 mm* 430 mm

Height 760 mm 795 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 500 W 

Power 260 W

Current 1,38 A

Energy Consumption 1,7 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

22 LITERS



product range

The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

MANUAL

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

BLACK

S22.DI  
 € 660,00

YELLOW

S22.DY  
 € 625,00

S22.DB  
 € 625,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK

S22.AI  
 € 635,00

YELLOW

S22.AY  
 € 600,00

S22.AB  
 € 600,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

temperature control 
system
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Panoramic S40
40 L Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with spray
Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing 
natural fruit juices without particules and shalgam

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic spray system, for cooling and dispensing  
 specially fruit juices without particules and shalgam.

 Beverages cool equally and faster until the last drop, thanks to the large cooling base,  
 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.

 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows constant fluidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic spray system,  

 hence motor is fully protected.
 Even if the beverage level  is low; the appetizing look does not change thanks to the spray system.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 The compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Not to be used with particulate beverages.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

Panoramic cold beverage dispenser with spray

SPRAYCOLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVE

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 25,8 kg 27,5 kg

Width 450 mm 490 mm

Depth 450 mm* 480 mm

Height 830 mm 845 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 750 W 

Power 285 W

Current 1,4 A

Energy Consumption 4,45 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

40 LITERS
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The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

BLACKYELLOW

S40.DI  
 € 865,00

S40.DY  
 € 830,00

S40.DB  
 € 830,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

temperature control 
system
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SPRAY

Panoramic 22 Twin
22 L+22 L Panoramic twin cold beverage dispenser

Panoramic cold beverage dispensers with spray and/or mixer
Spray; counter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic spray system, for cooling and dispensing specially fruit  

 juices without particules and shalgam. 
Mixer; counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing 

 fruit juices with particles, as well as ayran, shalgam, cold co� ee, cold tea, milk and all similar cold drinks.
 The magnetic Spray system in the Spray version and the twisted magnetic pallet system in the Mixer version; 

 eliminate the risk of leakage to the engine compartment, hence the engine is fully insulated.
 Beverages cool faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base, 

 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.
Spray versions are not suitable for the use of particulate beverages, 

 It o� ers appetizing look thanks to the spray system.
Mixer; It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, 

 this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 Bowls can operate independently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to always have some 

 beverage available at any time.
Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
Large diameter tap hose allows constant � uidity and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.

 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can 
 be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.

 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 It is suitable for food outlets that want to o� er di� erent and varied beverages at the same time,  

 thanks to the single machine body and double bowls.
Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing
natural fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

COLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

Panoramic cold beverage dispensers with spray and/or mixer

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 32,7 kg 35,5 kg

Width 695 mm 735 mm

Depth 405 mm* 420 mm

Height 755 mm 780 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 750 W 

Power 290 W

Current 1,5 A

Energy Consumption 4,36 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

22 LITERS22 LITERS
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MANUAL

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

MANUAL

The desired temperature 
level is set manually, the 
thermostat keeps  this 
level constant.

YELLOW

SS44.AY   
 € 1.125,00

BLACK

SM44.AB   
 € 1.125,00

YELLOW

SM44.AY   
 € 1.125,00

YELLOW

MM44.AY   
 € 1.125,00

BLACK

SS44.AB   
 € 1.125,00

BLACK

MM44.AB   
 € 1.125,00

temperature control 
system
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KAM22 - KAM40
22 L or 40 L Panoramic foamy ayran dispenser with mixer

Panoramic foamy ayran dispenser with mixer

FOAMY AYRANCOLD BEVERAGE ENERGY SAVEMIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package Machine Package

Weight 21,8 kg 22,90 kg 25 kg 26,9 kg

Width 350 mm 400 mm 450 mm 478 mm

Depth 405 mm* 425 mm 450 mm* 478 mm

Height 825 mm 870 mm 890 mm 915 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290 R134a / R290

Temperature Range +3 °C  ...  +10 °C +3 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 500 W 750 W 

Power 255 W 285 W

Current 1,3 A 1,45 A

Energy Consumption 2,3 kWh/24h 4,3 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 115 V 60 Hz 

 Counter top cold beverage dispenser designed for cooling and dispensing Ayran;  
 equipped with foam producing special tap system.

 The unique, compact, dispenser for foamy Ayran with mixer
 The taste and the consistency of Ayran do not change as the foam is produced while pouring thanks  

 to specially developed tap system.
 Ayran cools faster and equally until the last drop thanks to the large cooling base,  

 it saves energy up to 50% compared classical dispensers.
 The taste and the consistency of Ayran do not change thanks to the slow agitation system;  

 it also eliminates formation of foam inside the bowL
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster. 
 It eliminates the risk of leakage to the engine compartment thanks to the magnetic twisted pallet system, 

 hence motor is fully protected.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

22 LITERS 40 LITERS
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system

The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

product video

KAM22.DI  
 € 810,00

STAINLESS STEELWHITE

KAM22.DW  
 € 775,00 

KAM40.DI  
 € 1.100,00

STAINLESS STEELWHITE

KAM40.DW  
 € 1.065,00 

The desired temperature 
of the beverage is set on 
the electronic thermostat, 
this level is kept constant, 
the electronic display 
shows the current 
temperature level.

ELECTRONIC

22 LITERS

40 LITERS
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 Spray ccounter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic Spray system, for cooling and dispensing  
 specially fruit juices without particules and shalgam.  

 Mixer counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing fruit  
 juices with particles, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, and all similar cold drinks.

 The magnetic Spray system in the Spray version and the twisted magnetic pallet system in the  
 Mixer version; eliminate the risk of leakage to the engine compartment, hence the engine is fully insulated.

 Spray versions are not suitable for the use of particulate beverages.
 Mixer; It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic and twisted pallet system, 

 this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows fast filling and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in  

 contact with the beverage can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 The compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.
 The desired temperature level is set manually inside the body, concealed thermostat keeps this level constant.

Classical Mono
20 L Classical dispenser for cold beverage with spray or mixer

Classical cold beverage dispenser with mixer or spray

Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing

fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

SPRAYCOLD BEVERAGE MIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 20,5 kg 21,9 kg

Width 185 m 225 mm

Depth 525 mm* 550 mm

Height 665 mm 690 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +5 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 500  W 

Power 275 W

Current 1,4 A

Energy Consumption 5,60 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

20 LITERS
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BLACK

20.SI  
 € 435,00

YELLOW

20.SY  
 € 400,00

20.SB  
 € 400,00 

STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK

20.MI  
 € 460,00

YELLOW

20.MY  
 € 425,00

20.MB  
 € 425,00 

STAINLESS STEEL
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 Spray ccounter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic Spray system, for cooling and dispensing  
 specially fruit juices without particules and shalgam.   

 Mixer counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing fruit  
 juices with particles, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, and all similar cold drinks.

 The magnetic Spray system in the Spray version and the twisted magnetic pallet system in the  
 Mixer version; eliminate the risk of leakage to the engine compartment, hence the engine is fully insulated.

 Spray versions are not suitable for the use of particulate beverages.
 Mixer; It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic, twisted pallet system,  

 this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 Bowls can operate i ndependently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to always  

 have some beverage available at any time.
 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows fast filling and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage can be easily    

 accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 The compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.
 The desired temperature level is set manually inside the body, concealed thermostat keeps this level constant.

20 L + 20 L Classical dispenser for cold beverage with spray or mixer

Classical cold beverage dispenser with mixer and/or spray

Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing

fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

Classical Twin

SPRAYCOLD BEVERAGE MIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 32,5 kg 34,4 kg

Width 365 mm 395 mm

Depth 525 mm* 550 mm

Height 665 mm 690 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +5 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 750 W 

Power 310 W

Current 1,55 A

Energy Consumption 5,94 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

20 LITERS20 LITERS



YELLOW

40.SSY   
 € 585,00

BLACK

40.SSB   
 € 585,00

YELLOW

40.MMY   
 € 635,00

BLACK

40.MMB   
 € 635,00 

40.MMI   
 € 670,00

STAINLESS STEEL

40.SSI   
 € 610,00

STAINLESS STEEL YELLOW

40.SMY   
 € 610,00

BLACK

40.SMB   
 € 610,00 

40.SMI   
 € 645,00

STAINLESS STEEL

product range
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 Spray ccounter top cold beverage dispenser; equiped with magnetic Spray system, for cooling and dispensing  
 specially fruit juices without particules and shalgam.  

 Mixer counter top cold beverage dispenser; specially equiped with slow agitation system, for cooling and dispensing fruit  
 juices with particles, shalgam, cold coffee, cold tea, and all similar cold drinks.

 The magnetic Spray system in the Spray version and the twisted magnetic pallet system in the  
 Mixer version; eliminate the risk of leakage to the engine compartment, hence the engine is fully insulated.

 Spray versions are not suitable for the use of particulate beverages.
 It provides a homogeneous mix thanks to the magnetic, twisted pallet system, this allows the beverage to cool faster.
 Bowls can operate i ndependently both cooling and mixing, multiple containers allow to always  

 have some beverage available at any time.
 Practical tap system allows easy dispensing of the beverage with single hand.
 Large diameter tap hose allows fast filling and can easily be disassembled and cleansed.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact  

 with the beverage can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 Polycarbonate bowl is vandal-proof and food grade.
 The compact body makes the machine suitable for food-service outlets with high daily consumption needs.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.
 The desired temperature level is set manually inside the body, concealed thermostat keeps this level constant.

Classical cold beverage dispenser with mixer and/or spray

Counter top cold beverage dispenser for cooling and dispensing

fruit juices, ayran and all sorts of cold beverages

20 L + 20 L + 20 L Classical dispenser for cold beverage with spray or mixer

Classical Triple

SPRAYCOLD BEVERAGE MIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 42,3 kg 44,5 kg

Width 545 mm 575 mm

Depth 525 mm* 550 mm

Height 665 mm 690 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Cooling Gas R134a / R290

Temperature Range +5 °C  ...  +10 °C

Cooling Power 1020 W 

Power 340 W

Current 1,75 A

Energy Consumption 7,1 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

20 LITERS20 LITERS20 LITERS
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BLACK

60.SSSI  
 € 885,00

YELLOW

60.SSSY 
 € 850,00

60.SSSB  
 € 850,00

STAINLESS STEEL BLACK

60.SSMI 
 € 910,00

YELLOW

60.SSMY 
 € 875,00

60.SSMB 
 € 875,00

STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK

60.SMMI 
 € 935,00

YELLOW

60.SMMY 
 € 900,00

60.SMMB 
 € 900,00 

STAINLESS STEEL BLACK

60.MMMI 
 € 960,00

YELLOW

60.MMMY 
 € 925,00

60.MMMB 
 € 925,00 

STAINLESS STEEL
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 5 liter hot beverage dispenser is designed to heat, stir and dispense salep, hot chocolate, coffee, warm milk, tea, herbal   
 teas, warm wine, etc.. thanks to specially  designed “BAIN-MARIE”  system which ensures shoothness and thickness.

 Thanks to the specially designed “BAIN-MARIE” heating system; dense/concentrated - milk containing -  
 beverages do not thicken and thus do not stick to the base of the container, it also avoids overheating of the product.

 All metal body parts and components are produced with high quality stainless steeL
 Continuous stirring maintains a perfect, lump-free consistency.
 Water level can be observed clearly thanks to the water lever indicator on the outer body.
 Close circuit “BAIN-MARIE” limits the loss of vapor and keeps the water level constant,  

 this eliminates the risk of calcification of the resistance.
 In case of lack of the necessary level of water, the automatic thermal control gets activated,  

 it gives a visual warning by an outer body light to refill; thus it prevents damage/loss of components.
 In case of clotted beverage; the tab can be cleaned without any need to dismantle any part,  

 thanks to the anti-clogging spigot.
 In order to achieve perfect cleaning and hygiene; all parts which are in contact with the beverage  

 can be easily accessed and quickly cleansed.
 The risk of scalding is eliminated thanks to the inner “BAIN-MARIE”  container being isolated  

 from the outer body, hence heat loss as well is minimized.
 Water level indicator incorporated into the drip tray serves to indicate the time to empty the tray.

HOT
5 L Panoramic hot beverage dispenser

Panoramic mixer hot chocolate and salep dispenser

5 liter hot beverage dispenser is designed to heat, stir and dispense salep, hot 
chocolate, coffee, warm milk, tea, herbal teas, warm wine, etc.. thanks to specially  
designed “BAIN-MARIE” system which ensures shoothness and thickness.

HOT BEVERAGE MIXER

Weight and Dims. Machine Package

Weight 6,3 kg 7 kg

Width 275 mm 285 mm

Depth 360 mm* 285 mm

Height 450 mm 470 mm

* includes drip tray

Technical Specs.

Temperature Range 30°C  ...  90°C

Heating Power 700W

Current 3,3 A

Energy Consumption 10 kWh/24h

Supply Voltage 220-240 V 50 Hz

Optional Voltage 208-220 V 60 Hz

Optional Voltage 115 V 60 Hz 

5 LITERS
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“BAIN-MARIE” is a cooking technique, where the container the food is placed in, is fitted into 
another container filled with water. Food is cooked very slowly with the warmth of the heated 
water coming from the bottom pan. Thus the food is cooked without being in direct contact with 
the heat source and hence is prevented from clumping and burning due to excessive heat. The 
structure of the device operating this process must be made of thick material which does not 
transmit heat fast. It is very important to keep the water in the device above the minimum required 
level to ensure a smooth operation.

“

SC.05  
 € 450,00

STAINLESS STEEL
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